
Panerai Presents: La Merenda d’Oro 
Celebrating the modern golden age of Italian history, Panerai will take audiences back to the 1970s era of beautiful 
design, sensory culture, and community ideals which set the foundation for iconic Italian identity the world still 
envisions today, through a contemporary interpretation of one of the most notable and recognizable bars in 
cosmopolitan period Milan – the espresso bar. The installation hopes to bring people together for a “Golden Break” of 
laughter, shared ideas, and collective inspiration.  The artistic moment reflects the same community focus at the heart 
of Panerai - the original, and only luxury Italian watch brand, since it began in 1860; and demonstrates once and for all 
that bringing people together is still the most important thing. 
  
Grand Seiko presents Journey Through the Nature of Time 
Grand Seiko, the renowned luxury Japanese timepiece manufacturer,presents a new installation for Design Miami/ 
2022 which celebrates the brand’s Japanese heritage and strong bond to nature. Titled Journey Through The Nature of 
Time, the installation is inspired by the brand’s watch studio in the mountainous region of Morioka. Guests are 
transported from Miami to Japan, guiding them through an enchanting environment inspired by Grand Seiko’s new U.S. 
Special Edition timepieces. Journey Through The Nature of Time binds beauty, nature, and time together in an 
interactive experience. 
 

 
        
USM Modular Furniture presents USM NYC by Ben Ganz, a collaboration with PIN–UP Home 
USM NYC by Ben Ganz is a special collaboration between Swiss manufacturer USM Modular Furniture and New York-
based design platform PIN–UP HOME. The collection, presented for the first-time during Design Miami 2022, is a limited 
edition of USM storage objects conceptualized by Swiss-born designer Ben Ganz; a first-of-its-kind multiple piece 
collection released by USM in collaboration with an independent designer. The bespoke collection consists of six unique 
configurations, each one inspired by New York’s urban design typology and available in three limited edition powder-
coated steel colors: UPTOWN BLUE, SOHO  YELLOW and DOWNTOWN PINK, all in a matte-finish. The entire USM NYC 
collection is outfitted with a wheeled base that extends from the center, adding an element of mobility to each design.  
 
 
AIG Private Client Group Presents The Collectors Lounge designed by Alexis Cogul LLeonart and B&B Italia featuring 
the work of artist/designer Bradley L Bowers/ 
In partnership with Design Miami/, AIG Private Client Group continues their support of the creative vision of artists and 
designers through their involvement with the Collector’s Lounge. This year, AIG Private Client Group commissioned Alexis 
Cogul from Doo Architecture and artist/designer Bradley L Bowers to collectively design the stunning Collector’s Lounge 
at Design Miami/ furnished by B&B Italia, celebrating iconic designs and the 50th anniversary of the Le Bambole 
chair.  AIG Private Client Group’s mission is to support a more equitable and inclusive creative culture. Beyond the direct 
inclusion of architectural references, Bowers’  lighting design installations are a representation of the joy we carry to the 
future we build.  
 
 
 
 
 


